How antibodies to a ubiquitous cytoplasmic enzyme may provoke joint-specific autoimmune disease.
Arthritis in the K/BxN mouse model results from pathogenic immunoglobulins (Igs) that recognize the ubiquitous cytoplasmic enzyme glucose-6-phosphate isomerase (GPI). But how is a joint-specific disease of autoimmune and inflammatory nature induced by systemic self-reactivity? No unusual amounts or sequence, splice or modification variants of GPI expression were found in joints. Instead, immunohistological examination revealed the accumulation of extracellular GPI on the lining of the normal articular cavity, most visibly along the cartilage surface. In arthritic mice, these GPI deposits were amplified and localized with IgG and C3 complement. Similar deposits were found in human arthritic joints. We propose that GPI-anti-GPI complexes on articular surfaces initiate an inflammatory cascade via the alternative complement pathway, which is unbridled because the cartilage surface lacks the usual cellular inhibitors. This may constitute a generic scenario of arthritogenesis, in which extra-articular proteins coat the cartilage or joint extracellular matrix.